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This spectacular Baltimore Checkerspot was one of a few outstanding species recorded at the Urquhart Butterfly Garden in 
2013 – a less than stellar year for butterflies. Michelle Sharp photographed this beauty on 14 July 2013. This record, and 

other interesting records, are summarized on page 176 on the annual Hamilton Study Area Butterfly Summary. 
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Coming Soon to a Woodlot Near You!  
The Hermit Thrush is a very welcome sight for birders when they first appear in the first couple weeks of April. Of course you will not just see them in 
woodlots. They are commonly found in backyards,  for one to two day periods, as they feed to “recharge”,  as they continue their northward migration. They 
are part of the second wave of passerine migrants – after the March “blackbirds” – that also includes  several species of  sparrows and swallows, Eastern 
Phoebes, Winter Wrens and Golden-crowned Kinglets. The third wave is the neotropical migrants, mostly in May. This wonderful Hermit Thrush photo was 
taken by Joanne Redwood at Confederation Park on 22 October 2013.

© photo Joanne Redwood
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Editor’s Note........
This issue heralds the arrival of spring (surely) after one of the longest, coldest winters that we have had in about 20 years. 
For many of you, I’m sure it provided great fodder for your memories of other severe winters long past. This winter was 
marked by the huge ice storm on 22 December that left many local area residents in the dark (and without heat) for sev-
eral uncomfortable days. The Great Lakes were almost completely frozen-over as of early March, with only Lake Ontario 
being mostly open water – as usual. For me, I can’t remember having continuous snow cover for three months and still 
counting! Of course, there will be little long-lasting damage from this winter. It is a shame to completely lose large trees, 
but many of the damaged trees will regrow and fill-in the canopy, and the fallen branches will provide habitat for many 
creatures. The spring-swamps will be brimming with water this spring, and most species of amphibian will enjoy excel-
lent breeding conditions although their breeding season may well be delayed.

In this issue, there are several well-written articles by our Club members, including two from former HNC Presidents. 
There is a very enjoyable profile of long-time member Jim Dowall, and Joanna Chapman has written a “good news” story 
about the Dundas Valley. The article on the snake encounter in January is certainly surprising. You will notice that the 
annual butterfly summary takes up a lot of space and that most of the colour pages have been commandeered by this 
summary. I beg your indulgence here as this summary only appears once a year, and I find that butterflies are just so 
darn photogenic. Plus, we have so many outstanding butterfly photographers out there that I feel obliged to share some 
of their work with you. And besides, there are a couple of excellent bird photos in this issue!

A n d  N o w  F o r  S o m e  G o o d  N e w s  !

Maplewood to be Returned to Nature
by Joanna Chapman

January 16th, 2014 is a date worth celebrating. This was the 
evening when the Conservation Advisory Board of the 

Hamilton Conservation Authority (HCA) finally approved 
a resolution to remove the buildings known as ‘Maplewood’ 
(formerly Resource Management Centre), and re- naturalize the 
area. These buildings are in the very heart of the Dundas Valley, 
at the end of a steep and winding access road (3/4 mile), which 
requires constant maintenance. A minimum of 50 tons of gravel 
and unknown amounts of salt and sand are required to keep the 
road open year round; all of which erodes into the Valley and into 
Sulphur Creek, an important spawning area for Rainbow Trout.

There is a septic system which is outdated and is too small to meet 
current standards. The tile bed is a large swatch of mowed grass 
where there should be trees. In addition, the hydro line, which 
brings electricity to the buildings and parking lots, cuts through 
the forest and must be cleared every five years at a cost of $25,000.

Some years ago, the Conservation Authority recognized that 
not only was the maintenance of the road causing considerable 
environmental damage, but that the Maplewood buildings were 
losing money, and that major renovations and repairs were 
required. The main building was then ‘mothballed’; and a year 
ago, a staff report recommended removal and naturalization of 
the site. Unfortunately, the HCA Board was not ready to make 
that decision; and some months ago, a private school expressed 
interest in a long-term lease on the property. When it appeared 
that the idea was being given serious consideration, this threat to 
the Valley caused people to mobilize in opposition.

Paul Smith, the 
HNC’s Conservation 
& Education director 
gave a presentation 
on behalf of the 
Club, and pointed 
out that the area is 
both a Provincially 
Significant E.S.A and internationally recognized as an “Important Bird 
Area”. The Dundas Valley, with its Carolinian trees, is one of the few 
areas that provide a haven for many species.

After the meeting at which Paul spoke, several concerned citizens 
came forward and offered the HCA considerable sums of money, 
provided the buildings were removed and the site re-naturalized.  
However, when speaking at the January meeting, the majority of 
committee members expressed their concern about the continued 
environmental impact of the road and the buildings, not about 
financial contributions. I believe that the final decision was not 
about money, but about heeding factual arguments, and most of 
all, about protecting the Dundas Valley.

The Maplewood facility is simply in the wrong place and has 
been blight on the landscape for many years. Thankfully, these 
concerns trumped bricks and mortar.

Ed. note: On 6 March 2014, the HCA Board approved the recommen-
dation of the Conservation Advisory Board to demolish Maplewood and 
return this site to nature! 

Joanna Chapman, May 2005 from Hamiltoncatch.org  
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Incorporating Native Plants into Your Landscape
by Brenda Van Ryswyk

Some people I know may have noticed that I’ve jumped on the 
‘native plant bandwagon’. Well sort of, but not for the plants 

alone. This may take a bit of explaining.

I’m a big gardener. When growing up, our family garden was very 
traditional. The only natives in it were the ones that made it there 
on their own – ‘weeds’ as they were called. Since then, things have 
changed for me. I’ve always been a fan of native flowers; I used up 
dozens of rolls of film photographing them as I grew up, and so 
it was not that I didn’t appreciate the native flowers around me. I 
had just never thought about growing them in the garden. It just 
wasn’t done. Now I know that many natives make just as good (or 
better) garden plants than the non-natives we grew up with, so 
why not put them in the garden? But the deciding factor to turn 
me into a “native plant advocate” (for lack of a better term) was 
when I started to read Doug Tallamy’s work: essentially, native 
plants attract more insects and thus enhance our wildlife.

Having had a rural upbringing, there was never a lack of native 
vegetation around and so never a shortage of butterflies or other 
wildlife. Now, after having lived in some urban settings over the 
years, I can see what a difference our garden choices can make, 
especially in the urban and suburban settings where most (if not all) 
of the native vegetation has been removed. In these areas, adding 
some native plants to our landscape design can have a measurable 
impact on the wildlife we see in our backyards and neighbourhoods.

In the gardening world, I often get the impression that there are 
two very separate camps; the native plant advocates and then the 
ornamental horticulturists. The camps seem to be all or nothing 
but I feel the two can mix and because I speak with such passion 
about native plants, it is not always apparent. I found this out 
when friends came to visit my new house late last summer. The 
first thing they said when they walked up to the house with me was 
“That’s not native!” Only then did I realize the impression I was 
having on people when I said I was a fan of natives in landscaping. 
They thought my home landscape of nothing but natives. In fact 
more than half of my front flower bed is made up of non-natives, 
with a few natives mixed in. To me, mixing the natives with my 
favourite cultivated exotics was natural (and well I’m new to the 
neighbourhood so don’t want to scare the neighbours too soon). 
My garden is first and foremost for my pleasure, and I really love 
some of those showy things from other countries. Just because 
I like natives doesn’t mean I have to abandon my old favourites 
and just because it’s native doesn’t mean I can’t grow it in my front 
garden. Being told you have to go all or nothing is likely what 
turns so many “traditional” gardeners away from trying native 
plants. We must allow leeway for personal preference and in my 
opinion if we can get the “hard core horticulturist” to plant one 
native species, and enjoy it, then we have made an improvement 
for the local wildlife. And who knows if they like one native they 
may be willing to add others.

In my garden, I mix and match based not only on my taste, but also 

on what I want to 
achieve. I want my 
garden to perform 
an ecological function 
(I want to attract 
bees and butterflies) 
but that said, they 
also have to be 
plants I don’t mind 
looking at, so I 
chose ones I like 
visually as well. 
So by encouraging 
“mixed” gardens I think we can win over more traditional 
gardeners to using natives, and a mixed garden is better than no 
natives at all!

Going native does not have to mean “wild” looking or informal 
either. That is also a common misconception: natives are “messy” 
and don’t fit in with the formal front garden. Not true. We have 
many natives that can fit in with the formal landscape just as well 
as the exotics. The ‘style’ of your garden is all a matter of your 
preferences. If you want to have a formal landscape with natives 
you can. Or if you want to have an informal one you can do that 
too. It all depends on the style of garden you want to make and 
natives can fit into either.

Another way to emphasize the importance of natives in our 
landscape is to bring home the host plant idea to people. You like 
butterfly X then grow native plant Y and you could get butterfly 
X. Most traditional gardeners think planting a few nectar plants 
is all they need to do to attract butterflies but really it is only one 
component of what attracts them.  Try to think of where those 
adult butterflies are going to come from.  If you have no host 
plants at all in your neighbourhood then no matter how many 
nectar plants you have you’ll never have many butterflies except 
maybe the occasional migrant. Also, think how far that butterfly 
has come, and now after visiting, where and how far it has to go, 
just to breed. But by planting a few host plants alongside that 
nectar source, a butterfly could have all its needs met in one stop. 

I hope we can eventually make gardeners understand the host 
plant concept and perhaps it will motivate them to plant a few 
natives in their yard. Butterflies need more than just nectar to 
complete their life cycle and if we never had any holes in our 
leaves we would never have adult butterflies flying around! (Yes, I 
want caterpillars in my garden, and yes I want holes in my leaves! 
But that may be a whole ‘nother’ article.)

More of a bird person are you? Well Doug Tallamy’s research 
shows that suburban landscapes incorporating native plants 
had “significantly more caterpillars and caterpillar species and 
significantly greater bird abundance, diversity, species richness, 
and breeding pairs of native species. Of particular importance 

Author Brenda Van Ryswyk and how she is often 
seen: with her insect net!  Lyndhurst, Ontario, 

September 2011.
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is that bird species of regional conservation concern were 8 
times more abundant and significantly more diverse on native 
properties” (my emphasis added) (Burghardt et al 2009).  It all 
has to do with the availability of food. The native plants have 
significantly more caterpillars on them for the birds to eat. He goes 
on to say, “What is becoming more apparent is that by reducing 
insect food availability, non-native plants are indirectly reducing 
bird abundance in natural systems.” In a recent interview Doug 
stated that a Black-capped Chickadee will need between 6000 
and 9000 caterpillars to raise one clutch of chicks!

If you are changing just one plant in your landscape the biggest 
positive impact you can have is by using a native tree species 
rather than a non-native tree. The second biggest impact could 
be through your shrub choice. The biomass alone in just one tree 
means choosing a native tree for that one plant will have a huge 
biological return. For example cherry species (Prunus sp) are fed 
on by 456 lepidopteron species, oak species (Quercus sp) are fed 
on by 532 species and native maples (Acer sp) by 297. There is also 
some indication that the shrub layer is one of the biggest gaps 
in our current urban and suburban landscape. Most suburban 
homes have a street tree, and many have flower beds but often the 
shrubs are missing, or if there are shrubs they are exotics of little 
value to local wildlife, so if you already have a native street tree, 
perhaps incorporating a few native shrubs into your landscape is 
a good choice. In addition to providing host plant for lepidoptera 
there are many native shrubs that also produce berries that can 
feed birds (in addition to the caterpillars).

The more native plants you can use, the better, and if you want to have 
a 100% native garden, great!! More power to you! But for those that 
are still on the fence over natives; maybe just try one. Find one with a 
look you like and see how it fits into your garden. Or chose a butterfly 
you want to attract and plant its host plant. Don’t know where to 
start, or like birds instead?  Try a native that feeds many species of 
lepidoptera which in turn will provide lots of food for your birds.

Doug Tallamy has done some great research on the topic. 
You can get his research through his book or online at: http://
bringingnaturehome.net/ or if you want a list of locally common 
species and what butterflies they are host to (for Halton Region) see: 
http://conservationhalton.ca/optimize-garden-butterflies (based 
on information from the Halton NAI) and for further reading on 
this topic see his great article “A Call for Backyard Biodiversity” 
http://www.americanforests.org/magazine/article/backyard-
biodiversity/ 

“Studies have shown that even modest increases in the native 
plant cover on suburban properties raise the number and 
species of breeding birds, including birds of conservation 
concern. As gardeners and stewards of our land, we have 
never been so empowered to help save biodiversity from 
extinction, and the need to do so has never been so great. 
All we need to do is plant native plants!” Douglas Tallamy

Burghardt, K.T., D.W.Tallamy and W. Gregory Shriver (2009). 
Impact of native plants on bird and butterfly biodiversity in suburban 
landscapes. Conservation Biology. Volume 23, Issue 1, pages 219–224.

A Messy Surprise but a Lucky Deer
by Bruce Mackenzie

Seldom is there a time of year when beast or human can travel 
through or over the fen in the Fletcher Creek Ecological 

Preserve in Puslinch Township.
At the end of February 2013, the snow cover on the fen was 
about 35 cm deep. With the freeze thaw cycles that we had been 
experiencing, the snow was very crusty. Not hard enough to 
support a person on foot but on cross country skis or snow shoes 
you didn’t sink at all. Also taking advantage of this crusty snow 
were some deer making their way out over the fen with their 
tracks visible in a number of places.
Other than at times like this, deer are not likely to travel into 
the fen because of the very soft wet soils. The sparse vegetation 
growing on the fen in the spring and summer is also not likely to 
be at the top of their menu choice.

What is a fen anyway?  A fen is one of the four types of wetland 
in Canada which also includes bog, swamp, and marsh. Fens are 
very rare in southern Ontario. In the Hamilton area, we have only 
one fen, lots of marshes, lots of treed swamps and one true floating 
mat bog in Copetown. A fen, to many of us, might look like a 
wet field. By definition a fen is a wetland that has water flowing 
through it all year. The water has a low amount of nutrients in it and 

thus the only vegetation 
that can grow in it are 
plants that have adapted 
to grow in wet and low 
nutrient environments.  
At the our fen in Puslinch, 
the vegetation is mostly 
sedges, rushes, some grasses and mosses. We might want to call 
this fen a marsh as marshes have water flowing through them as 
well but the water in a marsh carries higher levels of nutrients, thus  
you’ll find plants like cattails, smartweeds and other succulent 
emergent water plants. Marshes are highly productive wetlands 
with plants that grow quickly and can recover from disturbance 
fairly well. The plants in fens grow slowly, and disturbances in 
fens may last for several years before they can heal themselves. 
The fen in the Fletcher Creek Ecological Preserve, FCEP, is likely 
the only fen in the watershed of the Hamilton Conservation 
Authority. It is a couple of hectares in size. The water flowing 
through the Puslinch fen is low in nutrients because it comes 
from springs that are found in and around the Preserve. These 
spring waters are one the major sources of Spencer Creek. The 
springs come from the aquifer known as the Galt Moraine that 

Bruce Mackenzie, 10 January 2012 - photo 
from Hamilton Community News.
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lies at the northern boundary of the FCEP. The rain water flows 
down through the gravelly hills of the moraine, a glacial deposit, 
and some of this water comes back to the surface as springs. 
When the water comes out of the ground, it is clean and pure, low 

in nutrients and 10oC all year round. The creeks draining these 
springs in the FCEP never freeze in winter because the water 
starts off so warm. 

The fen at the FCEP is special in its own way. It sits on top of about 
2 meters of peat. Anything trying to travel over the fen will simply 
sink most of the time. The plants are sparse and their root network 
is not strong enough to support the weight of large mammals. 
This peat has been accumulating in a shallow depression left on 
the landscape after the glaciers left this area around 16,000 years 
ago. Over this time, what started out as shallow lake, has filled in 
with organic debris – peat – and today we have our fen.

There is a small creek that meanders through the fen and it carries 
a lot of water, but water also travels through the entire fen, just 
slower. Think of the fen as a giant sponge about 300 metres or so 
across and two metres thick. Wow!

The creek here is special too. It is kind of floating on the fen as 
it travels through it. Creeks are usually found at the bottom of a 
ravine or valley. Our creek here has a visible current at the surface 
but it is running over 2 metres of very, very saturated muck. What 
looks likes a creek to your eyes is almost bottomless to your foot. 

Once the creek leaves the fen and travels through the forest, it has 
a hard gravelly bottom like most creeks do.

So back to the deer and why they might not travel in the fen very 
much. Take a look at the picture. Sorry, it is not the best photo. 
Here two deer were travelling over the crusty snow, and tried 
to jump the creek that winds its way through the fen. Normally 
jumping this short distance for a deer would be easy, but the 
crusty snow gave it a spongy take off platform and they only made 
it half way across the creek. When the deer landed in the middle 
of the creek, they would have sunk almost completely into what 
scientists refer to as “loon muck” (they actually use another word 
because of the smell of this sulphur-rich muck but we will just call 
it muck). To us it would be like jumping into quick sand. The deer 
would have had to struggle with great difficulty to get a footing 
to get out the creek. Think of swimming in a pool of jello. The 
large amount of muck shown on the snow on the other side of the 
creek shows the amount of loon muck and “yuck” that fell from 
the deer and was shaken off as they travelled towards the forest. 

In other areas of the fen where the deer travelled, the creek is 
much narrower and the deer stepped across from one snow bank 

to another. Here the deer might have gotten a little too confident 
about the first step.
 So if you were up in Puslinch Township last winter and you saw 
some dirty deer, now you know why. 

Fen at Fletcher Creek Ecological Preserve, 2 March 2013 - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

Deer trail to creek at Fletcher Creek Ecological Preserve , 2 March 2013. 
photo Bruce Mackenzie.

Spring Birds
by June Hitchcox

A very cold, snowy winter but I can remember some very cold 
ones in North Bay and Apsley such as outdoor rinks continuing 
into March; not able to use our Jack Lake hot tub beyond -35oF 
because our heads would ice-over; our Apsley cottage road piled 
so high on both sides with snow that another ploughing could not 
be done. Then suddenly it all began to melt. This is being written 
in early March, so when you read this in April, it should be warm 
enough for the early birds to start arriving.  I saw an American 
Robin two weeks ago in Oakville/Bronte but it must have decided 
to stay all winter.  It looked fine – surviving on the bumper berry 
crops of last year – mountain-ash, buckthorn, etc. The ice in our 

area must be hard on the mice who like to travel for protection, 
under the snow. Perhaps they have found another safe way to get 
around, and, if so, that makes it difficult for the birds of prey. We 
saw a very thin Coyote in an Etobicoke park on Lake Ontario 
last weekend, sitting on a boulder then pouncing to the ground – 
probably after a mouse but we don’t think that he caught it. April 
brings back those Killdeers, Red-winged Blackbirds, Brown-
headed Cowbirds, American Robins, House Finches, Turkey 
Vultures and others that migrated to warmer places for the winter 
and of course, lots of waterbirds as the lakes open up. Some will 
stay; others will move farther north, all singing their Spring songs 
to attract a mate as they look for good nesting spots. It’s time to 
make your Spring bird lists of species, and when seen, to compare 
2014 with past years. There might be some surprises due to the 
winter weather that we have experienced!  
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2013 Hamilton Study Area Butterfly Summary
by Bill Lamond

What a contrast! It was a remarkable difference between 
2013 and 2012. As I said last year, 2012 was surely the best 

year ever for butterflies in the Hamilton Study Area. In 2013, it 
may have been one of the least notable in many years. Where to 
begin? No early emergence dates. No large numbers of anything 
really. Almost the complete absence of Monarchs. And almost no 
strays. There were no Little Sulphurs, no Pipevine Swallowtails, 
no Sachems, no Variegated Fritillaries, no Checkered Skippers. 
It was probably the first year in many that even Fiery Skipper 
was not reported. However, Buckeyes were observed again but 
in drastically reduced numbers and there was one record of 
Snout Butterfly. Even common strays were lacking such as Red 
Admiral, Common Painted Lady and American Painted Lady. 
The hordes of Red Admirals that descended in April of 2012 
like a biblical plague were barely in evidence. It was remarkable 
that one outstanding year could be followed by such a poor year. 
Such are the lives of insects! 

Of course insects, being cold-blooded, have their metabolism 
(growth-rate) closely controlled by temperature and two things 
control this. First there is ambient temperature, or what the 
thermometer says. The second important feature is sunshine. 
Of course sunshine raises the ambient temperature but it really 
heats up the ground level where butterfly larva and pupa are. 
In 2013, these two features were in short supply. For example 
in April, only six days were above the average daily maximum 
temperature. In May it was much better, with 18 days above 
average, but it returned to cool in June with only seven days 
above average. In both May and June, there was substantial 
rainfall and cloud cover. May had 13 days with measurable 
precipitation and June had 11 days. May only had 11 days that 
were mostly sunny and June only had 10 mostly sunny days. It 
is easy to understand why emergence dates were delayed based 
on this data. And if these temperatures were similar to the south 
of us in the contiguous US states, it is easy to understand why 
immigrants were largely absent last summer.

Of course, this is simplistic as insect populations, especially 
immigrants, are controlled by other factors too, such as 
parasitism and predation, but weather is the only thing we can 
vaguely comprehend.

This will be a much reduced report compared to last year as there 
was just not as much data to include. From a personal perspective, 
I did not get out very often looking for butterflies as there was 
nothing to find. After a few occasions in the field, I stuck to 
dragonflies. Also, unfortunately I do not have the Hamilton NAI 
data for 2013 at press-time. I will include significant 2013 NAI 
data in the 2014 summary if warranted.

The records below are of uncommon to rare species, but also 
included are first and last dates of common species, as well 
as high sample numbers. However, I have not applied “first” 
and “last” dates to species that have likely been “on the wing” 

for several days before (or after) their first (or last) submitted 
observation.

Abbreviations and Symbols
*   -- all records listed (site duplications may be omitted).
#   -- only significant records submitted are listed.
+   -- immigrant species, non-resident
FO/LO – First/Last record of over-wintering adult.
F/L – First/Last record of a single-brooded species.
F1-F2/L1-L3 – First/last record of 1st, 2nd or 3rd brood.
C.A. – Conservation Area
Conc. – Concession
Escarp. - Escarpment
R.R. – Research Reserve
RD et al. – Cheryl Edgecombe, Matt Mills, Dave Don
BC et al. – Rob Dobos, Cheryl Edgecombe, Dave Don 

Black Swallowtail #

Glenorchy C.A. 1  8 May F1     BVR

Giant Swallowtail #

Beverly Swamp 1 30 May F1     IS

rare Charitable R.R. 1 30 May F1    AR

Dundas Valley Rail Trail 1 13 Jul    RD 

Ruthven Park 1 5 Aug NP,MP

Mountsberg C.A. 2 8 Aug    BVR

Oakville 1 19 Aug    GHT

Urquhart Butterfly Garden 1 25 Aug     RD

Beverly Swamp Reserve 1 14 Sep L2      IS
The above are just a sample of sightings in the HSA in 2013. At “rare”, a minimum of 13 
individuals were recorded from 30 May – 20 August.

Eastern Tiger Swallowtail #

Hamilton 1 14 May F1     JH

Spicebush Swallowtail *

N shore Cootes Paradise 1 11 Aug   RD,CE 
Urquhart Butterfly Garden 1 23 Aug     DW

Urquhart Butterfly Garden 1 24 Aug      MS
   The individual at Urquhart was present from 23-31 August (fide Matt Mills).

Mustard White *
Middletown Marsh  1  7 Jul    RD et al.   

Crieff Bog  1   7 Jul         KM

West Virginia White *
Twiss Rd Escarp. Woods 2 1 May F    BVR
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Cabbage White #

Windermere Basin   3 26 Apr F1  RD,CE

Common (Clouded) Sulphur #
Ruthven Park  1  20 May F1    NP,MP

Red Hill Parkway Pond  1  16 Nov  L3 RD,CE,DD
 

Orange Sulphur # +

east Hamilton areas 7 16 Nov L RD,CE,DD
This immigrant was not reported until the Hamilton Butterfly Count on 7 July although 
it was surely present prior to that. It usually arrives around the middle part of June.

Harvester *
Ancaster   1 20 May F1  IS,RP

American Copper *
Progreston North Swamp 1 30 May F1    RC

Dorcas Copper *

Grand River Fen, Brantford 2 5 Jul     BL

Coral Hairstreak *

Middletown Marsh 1 7 Jul RD et al.

Powerline Tail, Conc 6, west of Valens Rd. 3 7 Jul  RD et al.

   

Acadian Hairstreak *
Sedge swamp N of Hyde Tract 8 7 Jul    BL

Banded Hairstreak *
Ruthven Park  5 3 Jul F NP,MP
Cheese Factory Road  2 7 Jul MP,NP

rare Charitable R.R.    1 15 Jul   AR

Ruthven Park  1  25 Jul NP,MP

Hardy Road, Brantford  1  30 Jul L    IS

Striped Hairstreak  *
rare Charitable R.R. 1 12 Jul   AR

Christie C.A. 1 19 Jul   RC
rare Charitable R.R. 1 24 Jul   AR

Ruthven Park 1 5 Aug L NP,MP

Eastern Tailed-Blue #

Ruthven Park  3 30 May F1  NP,MP
Sixteen Valley C.A.  1 30 May F1   GHT

Harvester at an Ancaster residence. 20 May 2013 - photo Ian Smith.

American Copper at Progreston North Swamp, 30 May 2013 - photo Bob  Curry.

Banded Hairstreak, 30 July 2013, Hardy Road, Brantford  
photo Ian Smith.

Striped Hairstreak, 19 July 2013, Christie C.A. - photo Bob Curry.
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Member Profile – Jim Dowall
by Glenda Slessor

Jim Dowall has been a member of the Hamilton Naturalists’ 
Club for 67 years! 

Of course, it wasn’t called that when he attended his very first 
meeting. He climbed the stairs of the old Agricultural Hall on 
Market Street in downtown Hamilton in May of 1946, a 15 year 
old eager to meet other birders in the area, and found himself all 
alone. He was the first of 20 members to arrive that night for the 
Hamilton Nature Club gathering.
Since that memorable night, when Eric Bastin told him where to 
find a Loggerhead Shrike nest, Jim has been a proud supporter 
of our Club.
It was Hamilton’s iconic George North who invited him to join 
after a chance meeting in the Dundas Marsh. Jim remembers 
George showing him his first Greater White-fronted Goose 
there. By the 1950s, Jim had himself become a leader for young 
birders, helping Doug Davies with the Junior Nature Club. And 
Jim, ever generous, remembers the sharp eyes and ears of the 15 
year olds – John Miles and Bob Curry.

Today, as we visit on a cold December afternoon, he smiles with 
real pride in the success of the birders of the Hamilton area.  “We 
have so many great birders today, so many young, keen, clever 
ones out and about”. He is delighted that the traditions have 
continued, that the “old” ones have continued mentoring, that 
the new ones have stepped up, that there is such a vibrant and 
varied birding community here.

Jim Dowall at his residence on 12 December 2013 with “The Cardinals”, 
one of his original paintings by the late Club member, Bob Finlayson. 

photo Glenda Slessor.

Spring Azure #
Lafarge Trail, 10th  Concession 1 1 May F     IS
rare Charitable R.R 20  4 Jun L    AR

Summer Azure #

Bronte Creek Provincial Park 1 20 Jun   BVR

Silvery Blue *
Sixteen Valley C.A.  1 27  May F    GHT
Sixteen Valley C.A.  16  30 May    GHT

American Snout * +
Urquhart Butterfly Garden 1   2 Oct   MS,JC

   Latest HSA record of this rare stray.

Great Spangled Fritillary #
Ruthven Park 8 26 Jun F NP,MP

Westover area 9 7 Jul RD et al.
Ruthven Park 1 18 Sep L  MP,NP

Silver-bordered Fritillary *
rare Charitable R.R. 5 23 Jun   RCa

Pearl Crescent #
Powerline Rd & Paddy Greene Rd 2 17 May F1 RD,CE,DD

Baltimore Checkerspot *
Lake Medad  1 21 Jun F    RC
Crieff Bog  4  6 Jul    KM
Cheese Factory Road  5  7 Jul NP,MP
Spencer Creek S of Hwy 5  10  7 Jul RD et al.
Urquhart Butterfly Garden  1 14 Jul     MS

Question Mark # +
Sixteen Valley C.A. 1 30 May F  GHT

Eastern Comma #
Ruthven Park  2 19 Jun LO  NP,MP
Ruthven Park  2 3 Jul F1  NP,MP

Ruthven Park  1 30 Jul L1  MP,NP

Ruthven Park  1 4 Sep F2  NP,MPAmerican Snout at Urquhart Butterfly Garden on 2 October 2013 
photo Michelle Sharp.

continued on page 184
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Of course, the Club needed more than birders, hike leaders, and 
bird count compilers, all jobs Jim has been glad to do over the 
years. It has also needed administrators. Jim has much expertise 
here too. He built a 36 year career with the Hamilton School 
Board as teacher and vice-principal, and for 23 of those years, 
as principal of five schools, finishing his years at W. H. Ballard. 
So with his BA from McMaster, and his MA in Educational 
Administration from New York, it was obvious he needed to be 
on the HNC Board. Jim was President from 1977-1978, during 
the first major period of the Club’s land acquisition. Short Hills 
and Spooky Hollow were among the first, and as Jim remembers, 
acquiring land was one thing, maintaining it was another learning 
curve altogether! How do you keep the local motorcycles, trail 
bikes, and ATVs off sensitive natural areas?

We take another sip of the delicious hot chocolate he had waiting 
for me, and marvel at how far the Club’s land acquisition program 
has gone. Imagine, from those early beginnings he has supported 
and encouraged that initiative until today;  we can boast of being 
one of the most active and successful Land Trusts around.

Conversation shifts to the Wood Duck. We chuckle, remembering 
those early copies, mimeographed somehow, stapled together, 
copies of which reside in Jim’s files. He has a particular fondness 
for this aspect of the Club’s growth. In fact, he has the pleasant 
memory of being at the meeting when Club members, including 
the late Bob Elstone, decided there should be a Hamilton 
publication. After all, the Buffalo Ornithological Society had one!

So Jim has been a valuable contributor over the years as the 
“Duck” has expanded.  He has helped it earn its place as a record 
of the heart of the Club. He has written stories to describe 
bird behaviour (Crows Tease Horned Owl). An account of the 
southern warblers of the Hamilton Area informs us of the status 
of these species. And there is that moving account of a birder’s 
yearly rite, standing in the cold, clear air of a March night, a 
whiff of spring in the exhilarating air, with only the moon, stars 
and perhaps an owl for company. Why? For the thrill of the 
American Woodcock’s aerial display, of course. In what other 
way would birders welcome spring? Such occasions must be 
special pleasures. Not only did Jim write about it, he searched 
out a signed, artist’s proof of  A.J. Casson’s  woodcut of that bird.
And yes, Jim is excited by the excellent photographs which grace 
the Wood Duck today.  He too was a bird and orchid photographer. 
He knows how skilled one has to be to get such fine images.

Other birding memories pile up as we chat. Imagine living in 
what was once Ancaster Township and is now west Hamilton, and 
going to Princess Elizabeth Public School, a school surrounded 
by small woods, a little marsh, a field or two. Imagine having a 
teacher who brought her own library to the classroom, and that 
library containing bird identification books. And that is how 
a passion for birds and nature can be fostered. Jim remembers 
birds flying up around the school area, and searching through 
the illustrations until he found their match. His real spark bird? 
He flushed an American Bittern from this tiny marsh.

From his family home, where he still resides today, Jim became a 
wanderer, up the Escarpment, over to the Dundas Marsh, always 

searching for birds. In the late forties and early fifties, he could 
watch the colony of Black Terns if he could get a canoe out into 
the Marsh from the old Spencer Creek entry. No easy paths in 
those days!  Or he could enjoy the Common Nighthawks which 
roosted on the roof of the Teachers College building. Even a 
colony of Henslow’s Sparrows lived not far away.

Jim tracked the arrival of southern warblers into the area too. 
Golden-winged Warblers, Prothonotary Warblers, Cerulean 
Warblers, Yellow-breasted Chats, Louisiana Waterthrushes, all 
were easy to see at one time between his house and what is now 
McMaster and RBG property. But a Mute Swan, a Northern 
Cardinal, or a Double-crested Cormorant were major events, 
and would absolutely make a birding day.

Such changes to be seen over 67 years in Hamilton’s natural 
world!

During all these years of teaching and bird watching, Jim has 
cultivated his own garden too. Continuing in his father’s 
footsteps, he has loved his peonies, nurturing some 50-year-old 
varieties. New Itoh varieties grow alongside now, so colourful, 
and so much sturdier, able to withstand those spring rain storms 
that used to flatten every peony plant just as it reached full 
and glorious bloom. Sometimes, he has planted profusions of 
Gladiolus, and sometimes, the difficult, demanding Dahlias.

Of interest to recent Wood Duck readers, he too has a Pawpaw tree 
in this garden.  Back in 1951, Bert Miller, a hike leader from Fort 
Erie who propagated rare Ontario trees, gave him a seedling, and 
it, and its successors, have been producing prolific crops of Pawpaw 
fruits ever since. The best production though was the Connecticut 
Warbler which resided for a day in the garden, and used the bare 
branches as its favourite singing perch. Nice yard bird!

Other good birds on Jim’s list?  Well, the Galapagos specialties 
count, as do birds of Iceland, Greenland, northern Europe and 
Russia, Ecuador, Trinidad, Hawaii and Alaska. Jim undertook 
major trips before the proliferation of bird touring companies, 
easy communications, and trip reports for references. Stretching 
out flat in a dug-out canoe to explore the Ecuadorian headwaters 
of the Amazon is not the way most of us do it today!

And for those of us who count, note Jim’s Hamilton list of 341 
birds. His Ontario list is 403, and his all-time winter list sits at 
254. We really should have a Club pin for the “300 Club”, don’t 
you think?

It was an honour to hear these stories, memories and reflections 
from Jim. I come away sharing his pride in the HNC, his love of 
the birds, and I am captivated by his knowledge of our history 
here. He reminds me that participation in our passions is key. 
That people and organizations need to be nourished, that 
compliments need to be shared, and that commitment to the 
well being of our natural world is a life-long endeavour.

And finally, as another conclusion, Jim would add an appeal 
for a financial donation to this grand old club, beyond our 
membership dues. The Wood Duck, our unique journal, deserves 
our full support, and it is expensive to produce. Why not follow 
his lead and consider a donation to the General Fund?
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D A T E S  T O  R E M E M B E R  -  A p r i l  2 0 1 4

April to 15 May — The Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch’s 40th season of monitoring raptor migration at Beamer Memorial 
Conservation Area, Quarry Road, off Ridge Road West, Grimsby. Except in very bad weather, counters are present every day from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Best times are from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. See http://www.niagarapeninsulahawkwatch.org/MoreAboutNPH.
php. Information: Mike Street - 905-648-3737, mikestreet1@gmail.com or Sandy Darling - 905-689-7481, darlinga@cogeco.ca. 

1 Apr. - 13 Apr. Savage Gardens/ Nature’s Ninjas, RBG’s Winter Exhibit Double Feature, combines science, botany, and hands-on 
activities during its run until April 13, 2014. Please see www.rbg.ca for exhibit information. 

5 Apr. (Saturday) 9:00 a.m. - noon. RBG Outdoors Club, ages 12 to 15, every other Saturday February 8 to June 7. At the Nature 
Centre. Winter/Spring fee: $235 (RBG Members 10% off). Explore the ecosystems that make the RBG a biodiversity hot spot.

6 Apr. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hikes. Free RBG Nature Hike (donations welcome). This week: Hendrie Valley. 
Meet at Cherry Hill Gate parking lot on Plains Road.

8 Apr. (Tuesday) 1 to 3:00 p.m. RBG Homeschoolers Afternoons: Sings of Spring at the Nature Centre. Homeschooler 
Afternoons are 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month. Session fee: $65 (February to June). Single class: $15/student.

9 Apr. (Wednesday) 7:15 p.m. HNC - American Woodcock Outing. Join Sheldon McGregor on an American Woodcock outing in 
the early spring to hear woodcock calls and see them in flight. Bring a flashlight and wear waterproof  boots and warm clothing. 
We will be viewing the birds at dusk and returning to our cars in the dark. Contact Sheldon McGregor at 905-304-8282 or 
sheldonbirder@h otmail.com. Meet in Dundurn Castle parking lot to carpool.

12 Apr. (Saturday)  5:00 p.m. Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch Annual General Meeting and Dinner. St. Andrew’s Church Hall, 7 
St. Andrew’s Ave., Grimsby. Speaker: Jody Allair of Bird Studies Canada, on “Researching raptors at risk in Ontario”. Wine and 
Cheese tasting and viewing of Bucket Raffle donations, 5:00 p.m.. Dinner, 6:15 p.m. Information and tickets: Sandy Darling -  905-
689-7481 , darlinga@cogeco.ca

13 Apr. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike. Meet at Princess Point parking area.

14 Apr. (Monday) 8:00 p.m. HNC - Monthly Meeting. This month speaker Sandy Smith’s talk is entitled “Invasive Species in Our 
Forests: In Defence of Nature?” After some background on what has been arriving in our forests (insects, plants, diseases) and their 
impacts, we will discuss the measures that have been taken to emulate nature to disrupt these invasives, and bring our invaded 
systems back into better ecological equilibrium so they are more resilient to future disturbance. Dr. Sandy M Smith is a Professor 
in the Faculty of Forestry at the University of Toronto, former Dean (2010-2012), and cross-appointed to the university’s School 
of the Environment and Dept. Ecology & Evolutionary Biology. Her research addresses the ecology and biological management of 
invasive species to better understand invasion processes in forest systems. She actively participates in a number of professional 
organizations and invasive species control panels at international, national, and provincial levels.

18 Apr. (Friday) 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch Annual Open House. Beamer Memorial Conservation Area, 
Quarry Rd. off Ridge Rd. W., Grimsby. Hawk Migration talks, Nature Groups, Live Raptor demonstration, voluntary admission. 
Information: Tom Thomas  905-689-5920, tthomas@cogeco.ca

19 Apr. (Saturday) 9:00 a.m. - noon. RBG Outdoors Club, ages 12 to 15, every other Saturday February 8 to June 7. At the Nature 
Centre. Winter/Spring fee: $235 (RBG Members 10% off). Explore the ecosystems that make the RBG a biodiversity hot spot.

20 Apr. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike. Cootes North Shore. Meet at Nature Centre.

22 Apr. (Tuesday) 1 to 3:00 p.m. RBG Homeschoolers Afternoons: Planet Earth at the Nature Centre. Homeschooler Afternoons 
are 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month. Session fee: $65 (February to June). Single class: $15/student.

26 Apr. (Saturday) 9:30 a.m. to noon. Junior Naturalists Club, ages 7 to 12, 4th Saturday of the month, to May 2014 at RBG 
Nature Centre. Learning experiences to generate a life-long respect and love of the natural world. Parents must be either  HNC 
or RBG Members. Fee: $80/child, $70/siblings. RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum Old Guelph Road.

26 Apr. (Saturday) 9:30 a.m.  RBG -Spring Wildflower Walk at Rock Chapel. Geared to intermediate hiking level. Fee: $10 per walk.

27 Apr. (Sunday) 7:00 a.m. RBG - Spring Bird Walk at Hendrie Valley (meet at Cherry Hill Gate). Geared to intermediate hiking 
level. Fee: $10 per walk.

27 Apr. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes South Shore. Meet at 
Aviary parking lot on Oak Knoll Road.

28 Apr. (Monday) 7:30 p.m. HNC - Bird Study Group - The Decline of Bobolinks and Eastern Meadowlarks in Ontario with 
Chris Street. This is our final meeting of the season and annual members night. Come early at 7:00 for coffee and conversation. 
Burlington Seniors Centre (beside the Burlington Public Library) 2285 New St., Burlington.
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30 Apr. (Wednesday) 6:30 p.m. HNC - Crerar Urban Forest Outing: Join Sheldon McGregor to explore this small but significant patch 
of urban forest within Hamilton. We will explore the public portion for various tree species, spring wildflowers, and a few migrating 
birds. This woodlot gained local notoriety in November 2012 as the privately held portion was dramatically and unexpectedly 
cleared of many large trees. We will be joined by Dr. Giuliana Casimirri, Ph.D., an urban forest enthusiast, who will share her insights 
on the benefits of urban patches. Meet in the parking lot of Bethel Gospel Tabernacle, 1355 Upper Wellington St, Hamilton.

D A T E S  T O  R E M E M B E R  -  M a y  2 0 1 4

3 May (Saturday) 9:30 a.m. Spring Wildflower Walk, North Shore (meet at York Road parking lot), $10. Pre-registration 
required. Join RBG’s Dr. Jim Pringle, walk geared for intermediate hiking level.

3 May (Saturday) 9:00 a.m. - noon. RBG Outdoors Club, ages 12 to 15, every other Saturday February 8 to June 7. At the Nature 
Centre. Winter/Spring fee: $235 (RBG Members 10% off). Explore the ecosystems that make the RBG a biodiversity hot spot.

4 May (Sunday) 9:00 am  HNC - Short Hills Sanctuary Spring Work Party. Come enjoy the old growth forest and spring wild 
flowers of our Short Hills Nature Sanctuary. Meet at Battlefield Square Plaza (Value Village) on Queenston Rd at 9:00 a.m to 
carpool. This is our annual spring clean-up and work party. Bring a lunch. Moderate to heavy activity. Garlic Mustard pulling, 
garbage and trail cleanup. Contact Warren Beacham at 905 627-3343 for more details.

4 May (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hikes. Free RBG Nature Hike (donations welcome). This week: Hendrie Valley. 
Meet at Cherry Hill Gate parking lot on Plains Road.

10 May (Saturday) 9:30 a.m. Spring Wildflower Walk, Hendrie Valley (meet at Cherry Hill gate), $10. Pre-registration 
required. Join RBG’s Dr. Jim Pringle, walk geared for intermediate hiking level.

11 May (Sunday) 7 a.m. Spring Bird Walk, North Shore (meet at the Nature Centre) $10. Pre-registration required. Join RBG’s 
Dr. Jim Pringle, walk geared to intermediate hiking level.

11 May (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike. Meet at Princess Point parking area.

12 May (Monday) 7:30 p.m. HNC - Monthly Meeting. David Galbraith of the Royal Botanical Gardens will speak to us about 
Biodiversity. Royal Botanical Gardens, Plains Road West, Burlington.

13 May (Tuesday) 1 p.m. RBG Homeschooler Afternoons: Life in a Pond, Nature Centre, $15 per student. Pre-registration required.

17 May (Saturday) 9:00 a.m. - noon. RBG Outdoors Club, ages 12 to 15, every other Saturday February 8 to June 7. At the Nature 
Centre. Winter/Spring fee: $235 (RBG Members 10% off). Explore the ecosystems that make the RBG a biodiversity hot spot.

18 May (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike. Cootes North Shore. Meet at Nature Centre.

18 May (Sunday)  13:30 – 16:30 HNC - Looking for Spring Wildflowers with Dean Gugler & Fleur-Ange Lamothe. Meet Fleur-
Ange and Dean in the parking circle at the RBG Arboretum for a walk on the Capt. Cootes Trail. Spring flowers should be enjoying the sun and 
we can check out the water for birds too. (Dean has been walking this trail for 48 years as of this spring.) Contact Dean at 519-647-2371. 

20 May (Tuesday) 6 p.m. Paddling in Paradise, RBG Nature Centre, $30. Pre-registration required. Explore Cootes Paradise while learning 
about restoration efforts.

21 May (Wednesday) 6:00 p.m - 8:30 p.m. HNC - Bike Hike with Sheldon McGregor. Our first Wednesday Evening walk of the 
year. Stay tuned for more details. 905-304-8282 or sheldonbirder@hotmail.com

22 May (Thursday) 6 p.m. Introduction to Entomology – Spring Session, RBG Nature Centre, $125 includes 4 dates, please call for 
information. Pre-registration required. Classroom and field study with RBG’s Sabrina Hall.

24 May (Saturday) 9:30 a.m. to noon. Junior Naturalists Club, ages 7 to 12, 4th Saturday of the month, to May 2014 at RBG 
Nature Centre. Learning experiences to generate a life-long respect and love of the natural world. Parents must be either  HNC 
or RBG Members. Fee: $80/child, $70/siblings. RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum Old Guelph Road.

24 May (Saturday) 2 p.m. Nature Photography for Kids, RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location, $30. Pre-registration 
required. Classroom and outdoor activities, Kyle Horner instructing.

25 May (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes South Shore. Meet at 
Aviary parking lot on Oak Knoll Road.

27 May (Tuesday) 1 p.m. RBG Homeschooler Afternoons: Canoeing, Nature Centre, $15 per student. Pre-registration required.
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Spring Camping at Point Pelee National Park
May 11 to May 15, 2014

We have reserved spots in Point Pelee National 
Park. Tent camping only. Campers list is full. 
There is a waiting list. As in the past, HNC mem-
bers are welcome to stop by and visit at our tent 
site, which is new this year — White Pine. Note 
the location change, we will not be in the Group 
Campground. Leader Frank Morley 905-575-0668.

Is it Spring yet?  
This Eastern Chipmunk awoke from hibernation on 20 February 
2014 to see that Spring was not in the cards yet. Oh well, back 

to sleep for another couple of weeks! - photo Peter Hurrell.

A Reminder of Things Past

Members’ Outing to the Short Hills Nature 
Sanctuary

The HNC acquired the Short Hills Nature Sanctuary in 1967. It 
is located on the Niagara Peninsula and contains a rare example 
of old growth Carolinian forest known as the “Valley of the Big 
Trees” which includes huge Tulip Trees, oaks and American 
Beech. It provides habitat for several species “at risk” including the 
Cucumber-Tree, Broad Beech Fern, Hooded Warbler, Cerulean 
Warbler and Southern Flying Squirrel.
We invite HNC members to join us on Saturday, June 7 for a 
special guided field day to visit the sanctuary when the forest is 
alive with birds and wildflowers among enormous Tulip Trees!

There will be a $25 fee to help cover bus costs and a minimum 
number of 20 registrants are needed for the trip to go ahead.  
To register, please contact Jen Baker at 905-524-3339 or land@
hamiltonnature.org. Specific transportation details will be sent to 

you closer to the event.

HNC members explore Spooky Hollow Sanctuary on the bus trip there on 1 June 
2013. See article above on 2014 trip to Short Hills - photo Jen Baker. 

April Monthly Meeting - 14  April 2014 
Speaker: Sandy Smith. Topic: Invasive Spe-
cies in Our Forests: In Defence of Nature?

Royal Botanical Gardens, Plains Road, 
Burlington. 7:30 p.m.

After some background on what has been arriving in 
our forests (insects, plants, diseases) and their impacts, 
we will discuss the measures that have been taken to 
emulate nature to disrupt these invasives, and bring 
our invaded systems back into better ecological equi-
librium so they are more resilient to future disturbance.
Dr. Sandy M Smith is a Professor in the Faculty of 
Forestry at the University of Toronto, former Dean 
(2010-2012), and cross-appointed to the university’s 
School of the Environment and Department of Ecol-
ogy & Evolutionary Biology. Her research addresses 
the ecology and biological management of invasive 
species to better understand invasion processes in for-
est systems. Sandy has supervised numerous graduate 
theses, and is a well-published author and editor. She 
also actively participates in a number of professional 
organizations and invasive species control panels at 

international, national, and provincial levels.
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photos by 
Michelle Sharp

Clockwise from top left: Canvasback, 25 January, 2014, Desjardins canal; Mallard family, 11 June 2013, Desjardins canal; Song Sparrow, 1 February 
2014, Desjardins Canal; Red-bellied Woodpecker, 25 January 2014, Cherry Hill Gate, RBG; Gray Squirrel, 25 January 2014, Cherry Hill Gate, RBG. 

An Unexpected Creature in the Snow
by Felicia Radassao

On January 14th in the late afternoon I was hiking around at 
RBG’s Arboretum and came across an animal I did not expect 

to encounter. An Eastern Garter Snake was slowly emerging from the 
snow, tongue flicking out in slow motion. I’ve never seen a snake in 
January, let alone in the snow. I’ve seen spiders scamper across snow 
during warm periods, but never a snake. Perhaps this snake was 
awakened by the warm period being experienced that day, although at 
this time the temperature was cooling. It is hard to see in the picture, 
but the snake’s right eye is damaged. Once fully out on the snow, the 
snake sluggishly began to slide forward. 

I picked the little guy up to examine its face and saw that the snake had 
sustained head injuries from something that had small teeth. There was 
some blood, which looked as though it was coming from the injured 
eye. The temperature outside was dropping and soon the sunlight would 

diminish, so I had to 
make a decision. 
If I left the injured 
snake on the snow, I 
doubt it would have 
survived. I decided 
to take the snake to a 
wildlife rehabilitator.
I am happy to share 
that the last time I called the clinic to check on the snake, the little 
guy was doing just fine. This lucky snake will be released back at the 
Arboretum in the spring. 
Ed. Some of you may find it hard to believe that the above event was 
possible with the winter we just had. However, daytime highs were above 
freezing for a seven day period commencing on January 11 with a high of 
8.1oC on January 13.

Eastern Garter Snake in snow at RBG Arboretum 
on 14 January 2014 - photo Felicia Radassao
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(butterfly summary - continued from page 178)
Gray Comma *
Crieff Bog 1  6 Jul F1  KM,BL 
powerline trail, N of 6th Conc, E 
of Valens

1  7 Jul RD et al.

Mourning Cloak #
Riverwood, Mississauga 1 7 Apr FO     JW

American Painted Lady # +
Shoreacres Park 1   22 May F   RD,CE 

Woodland Cemetery 1    14 Sep L   BC et al.

Common Painted Lady # +
Paddy Greene Road 1 3 Jun F     IS 

Red Admiral # +
Ruthven Park 1 4 Jun F NP,MP   

rare Charitable R.R 1  4 Jun F    AR

Ruthven Park  1 23 Aug L NP,MP
An amazing change in numbers from 2012. Hard to believe that this species was not    
seen in the HSA until 4 June and that the last date was 23 August.

Common Buckeye * +
Glenorchy C.A.  2 21 Jun F    BVR
Bronte Creek Provincial Park  1  20 Jun F    BVR

Beverly Swamp Reserve  1  20 Jul  RD,CE,DD

Ancaster  1 10 Oct L        IS
These are the only records from 2013, a huge decrease from the previous two years. 
Not that surprising however, as all immigrants were much reduced.

Red-spotted Purple #
Limenitis arthemis astyanax
rare Charitable R.R. 1 4 Jun F1    AR
Ruthven Park 1 25 Jul F2  NP,MP 

White Admiral *
Limenitis arthemis arthemis 
Sixteen Valley C.A. 1  9 Jul L1    GHT 

St George St, Brantford 1  8 Aug   BL,KM

Viceroy #

Sixteen Valley C.A. 1 30 May F1    GHT

Tawny Emperor*
Hardy Rd, Grand River, Brantford 1  30 Jul      IS

rare Charitable R.R. 1 14 Aug     AR

Northern Pearly-Eye #
Valens C.A.  1 17 Jun F     BVR
rare Charitable R.R.  1 30 Jul L     AR

Appalachian Eyed-Brown #
Kirkwall 1  2 Jul     RC

Little Wood-Satyr #
Sixteen Valley C.A. 1 30 May F   GHT
rare Charitable R.R. 1 15 Aug L    AR

Inornate (Common) Ringlet #
Glenorchy C.A. 1 30 May F1    BVR
Windermere Basin 1 30 May F1     RD

Sixteen Valley C.A. 8 30 May F1   GHT
Ruthven Park 1 30 May F1 NP,MP
Westover area 1 7 Jul L1 RD et al.
Hyde Tract 1 7 Jul L1    BL
Ruthven Park 1 25 Jul F2 NP,MP

Common Wood Nymph #
Ruthven Park 1 19 Jun F  NP,MP 

Ruthven Park 2 23 Aug L MP,NP

Viceroy at the University of Guelph Arboretum on 23 July 
2013 - photo Chris Earley.

Tawny Emperor near Hardy Road & Grand River, Brantford 
on 30 July 2013 - photo Ian Smith.

Inornate Ringlet at the University of Guelph Arboretum 
on 10 September 2013 - photo Chris Earley.

continued on page 190
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The Rare Woody Plants of Ontario 
by Louise Unitt

Southern Ontario is home to the richest diversity of woody 
plant species in all of Canada, and also some of the most 

threatened. At the HNC meeting on January 13, we heard from 
Sean Fox, Assistant Manager and Head Horticulturist at the 
University of Guelph Arboretum. Over the past 12 years, Sean has 
devoted a significant portion of his time to the Arboretum’s Rare 
Woody Plants of Ontario Program. Activities include conducting 
surveys, promoting stewardship, and collecting seed with which 
to establish living repositories of genetic material. The program’s 
production of seed for research, breeding and restoration projects 
will help reduce collection pressures on natural populations, while 
protecting the unique genetics of Ontario’s threatened species.

With the advent of European settlement came the cutting and 
ploughing of our forest regions, a process which continues to this 
day. In Sean’s words, “We live in one of the biggest clearcuts.” 
Very few old growth trees remain; most are second and third 
growth. A map showing “Ontario’s Forest Cover” indicates 
heavy development and a paucity of deciduous Carolinian 
forest. Although examples of rare species do survive in southern 
Ontario, fragmentation is a huge problem. Trees and other plants 
need corridors for the spread of seeds. Unless there is a woodlot 
nearby, a plant is unable to migrate.

The list of species catalogued by the Rare Woody Plants of 
Ontario program is a lengthy one. Sean gamely covered as many 
as time permitted, with an emphasis on Carolinian species. What 
follows are highlights of his fact-packed species descriptions.

Hill’s Oak (Quercus ellipsoidalis) is extremely rare in our region. 
It wasn’t until 1978 that it was discovered in this province in the 
Brantford-Paris-Galt area, 240 km away from the nearest known 
population in Michigan. Most of this small population is within 
the Hamilton Study Area (HSA). Fieldwork is being done by 
Arboretum staff to delineate the range of Hill’s and other oak 
species within the province. As Pin (Q. palustris) and Hill’s Oaks 
are sometimes mistaken for each other, it’s helpful to bear in 
mind that Pin Oak prefers a wet habitat, while Hill’s Oak prefers 
a dry one. The leaves, which turn a vibrant red in the fall, are 
characterized by pointed leaves with deep sinuses. The Arboretum 
grows Hill’s Oaks from native seed collected in Ontario.

A good place to see Common Hoptree (Ptelea trifoliata) is Point 
Abino, a peninsula that juts out into Lake Erie. It is also abundant 
at Point Pelee, and it does occur within the HSA, with a very small 
population in Brantford. This tree can establish itself in hostile 
conditions as it is predominately found in dry, sandy soil, areas 
that are likely to get quite hot on a summer’s day. The samaras 
have been used as a substitute for beer hops – hence the common 
name. Hoptree leaves are an important larval food source for the 
Giant Swallowtail. These larvae are easily overlooked, thanks to 
their ability to mimic bird droppings.

Rare in Ontario, Pawpaw (Asimina triloba) is the only member 
of its family found in Ontario. Other species in this family 

grow almost exclusively in South and Central America. Pawpaw 
is very rare in the HSA, and it was only recently found growing 
in Hamilton-Wentworth (see Wood Duck Vol. 67, page 81). The 
tree has large drooping leaves that can attain a foot in length. It 
has an interesting pollination strategy: the maroon flowers attract 
flies and dung beetles by exuding a carrion-like odor. Pawpaw fruit, 
sometimes referred to as custard apple and dog banana, is the largest 
edible native fruit on the continent. Larvae of the Zebra Swallowtail 
(very rare in Ontario) feed exclusively on Pawpaw leaves.

Although rare, the Tulip Tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) is much 
more common than the Pawpaw. The distinctive leaf has four to 
six lobes, with a tip, unlike maples, that is notched rather than 
pointed. The yellow and orange flower is reminiscent of a tulip 
in shape, and blooms in mid-June. Mature trees can produce 
thousands of blooms, although the flowers are sometimes hard 
to spot within the foliage. The fruit is a cone-shaped aggregate 
of winged seeds. As the tallest among eastern North America’s 
deciduous trees, the Tulip Tree requires a park-like setting. The 
largest individual ever cut down measured 170 feet. In Ontario, 
they can grow to 90 or 100 feet. One of the planet’s first arboreal 
flowering species, the Tulip Tree is closely related to magnolias. It is 
one of the plants on which Eastern Tiger Swallowtail caterpillars feed.

Redbud (Cercis canadensis) is considered a native plant on the 
basis of a single tree found on Pelee Island in 1892. Despite its 
botanical name, the tree has never been common in Canada. 
Together with the late horticulturist Henry Koch, under whom 
he apprenticed, Sean has sourced many members of a northern 
population that is more cold-hardy than are populations in 
Michigan, Ohio and New York. When the flowers come into 
bloom in the spring, the previous year’s pods are still present 
but leaves have not yet appeared. The showy pink flowers sprout 
directly from the tree’s large structural limbs.
The Kentucky Coffee Tree’s (Gymnocladus dioica) doubly 
compound leaves can exceed a metre in length and are the largest 
among trees native to Canada. Despite the slight toxicity of both 
beans and pods, aboriginal people used them to prepare a coffee-

Another photo with a face dragonfly? That’s January’s HNC speaker Sean 
Fox at the University of Guelph Arboretum with a Green-striped Darner 

hitching a ride - photo Chris Earley.
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like beverage, as the tree’s popular name reflects. Its genus name 
means naked branch, a reference to the absence of twigs sprouting 
from its branches. Leaves do not appear until late spring and are 
shed in early fall. This tree is tough and is well adapted to urban 
settings. Often found growing under hot, dry conditions, it rotates 
its leaves to avoid the sun. All of the Arboretum’s Kentucky Coffee 
Trees were grown from seeds collected in Ontario, where the tree 
is rare and restricted to just a few areas in southwestern Ontario. 
In centuries past, aboriginal people enabled the tree’s spread as 
they journeyed along their trade routes throughout the province.

Sean likes to refer to our only native Magnolia, the Cucumber 
Tree (M. acuminata), as the pickle tree, a reference to the shape 
and size of the young unripe fruit. It later matures to a dark red 
colour, splitting open to release bright red seeds. In comparison to 
ornamentals such as Star Magnolia, it is not a showy tree. Foliage 
appears before the flowers, masking the blooms to some extent. 
There are fewer than 300 mature specimens in the province, 
mainly in the Fonthill area and Norfolk County. The species 
is undergoing very little regeneration, a situation that global 
warming will surely exacerbate. The rate at which the Cucumber 
Tree shifts its range northward is unlikely to keep pace with climate 
change, especially since the tree exists in segregated pockets. A 
controversial approach that is currently under discussion is the 
use of assisted migration as an alternative to extinction. The tree 
is listed as Endangered under Ontario’s Endangered Species Act.

Compared  to other ash species, Blue Ash (Fraxinus  quadrangulata) 
is not nearly as vulnerable to pests, particularly the notorious 
Emerald Ash Borer. Although an attack by this insect is fatal 
to most ash species, Blue Ash often recovers. Reports indicate 
that 97% of White and Green Ash do not survive the infection 
but that only 3% of Blue Ash succumb. A study conducted on a 
Pelee Island ash population revealed that Blue Ash was the only 
ash that was not wiped out. The tree is easily distinguished from 
other ashes by its four-sided ridged twigs.
In Canada, Eastern Flowering Dogwood (Cornus florida) is 
found only in southern Ontario’s Carolinian Zone. This species is 
quite rare within the Hamilton area but it is common at Spooky 
Hollow sanctuary. This Endangered tree has been weakened by 
the spread of Dogwood Anthracnose, a disease that has caused 
dramatic population declines. Its amazing inflorescence consists 
of conspicuous white modified bracts surrounding tiny yellowish 
flowers. The fruit ripens to a bright red in late summer, remaining 

on the tree after it has dropped its leaves.

Surveys in eastern Ontario have shown that most Butternut 
(Juglans cinerea) trees are infected with Butternut Canker, a 
fast-spreading fungal disease that can be identified by oozing 
lesions on the trunk. The disease can kill a tree within a few 
years. And yet, some infected butternut trees suffer few lesions 
and can survive for decades. Experts hope this is an indication 
of resistance to the disease for some specimens and that there is 
hope for this Endangered species.

American Chestnut (Castanea dentata) is a large deciduous tree 
of the beech family that is native to eastern North America. The 
fruit is a spiny husk enclosing one to five edible nuts. The leaves 
have sharply serrated edges and a long pointed tip. As a result 
of the Chestnut Blight epidemic, the formerly common tree is 
Endangered and no longer frequent in Ontario. Efforts to restore 
the species have involved the controversial approach of hybridizing 
American and Chinese Chestnuts and backcrossing (crossing a 
hybrid with one of its parents) repeatedly. The U.S. has begun to 
release and test plot progeny developed using this method.

The Endangered Red Mulberry (Morus rubra) is under great 
threat as a result of hybridization with the non-native White 
Mulberry (M. alba), which is spreading rapidly and has become 
naturalized. The Arboretum has been collecting buds of pure Red 
Mulberry and testing their pollen’s DNA. Once the plantings are 
verified as uncontaminated, they can be used for future plantings. 
Red Mulberry leaves are mostly heart-shaped; others are shaped 
like mittens. Locally, they can be found on the Escarpment at the 
Berry Tract and Rock Chapel Sanctuary.

Pitch Pine (Pinus rigida), a species that thrives in dry conditions 
under full sunlight, is only found in the Kingston area in Ontario. 
The needles grow in bundles of three, and the cones have bristle-
tipped scales. Clad in fire resistant bark, the tree relies on fire to 
keep it from being shaded out by faster-growing species. With fire 
suppression becoming increasingly common, Pitch Pine has become 
rare. The situation is being addressed through controlled burns.

Swamp Cottonwood (Populus heterophylla) was first discovered 
in this province in 2004 by Gerry Waldron, who found the species 
in Bickford Woods, near Sarnia. Sean stated how exciting it is to 
make such a find within a developed part of southern Ontario.

Sean has been heavily involved in the Elm Recovery Project, 
which is sited at The Arboretum. When American (White) 
Elm (Ulmus americana), a popular and beloved street tree, was 
attacked by Dutch Elm Disease, hundreds of millions of mature 
trees across North America were killed. The disease works by 
causing a tree to block its own water transport system. American 
Elms generally succumb to the disease between 15 and 30 years 
of age. At one time, the ability of some elms to survive unscathed 
was attributed to their isolation. That explanation fell through 
upon the death of other elms in the same stand. In search of 
answers, Arboretum researchers collected buds from woodlots 
throughout the province, hoping to find resistant elms that might 
be replicated. Of 600 trees visited, they identified 300 suitable 
candidates. Only trees with a minimum nine-foot circumference 
were eligible. The largest one selected had a 21-foot circumference. 

 A single leaf of the Kentucky Coffee Tree, up to one metre long, and by far 
the largest leaf from any native Canadian tree. From norfolkwoodlots.com
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Elms cloned from their buds were planted at the University of 
Guelph and injected with Dutch Elm Disease spores. The young 
trees wilted at first, but then recovered. Were these trees resistant 
or just lucky? Research is ongoing to isolate the factor in their 
immune systems that allows these trees to survive infection.

Sean recommends Gerry Waldron’s book, Trees of the Carolinian 
Forest, which discusses many rare trees. For those who are 

interested in the state of all our trees, whether rare or common, Sean 
announced the upcoming publication of the Ontario Tree Atlas 
Project, a survey of Ontario’s species and their relative abundance.

Our speaker ably guided the audience through the natural history, 
ecological connections and distribution of many fascinating 
species. Thank you, Sean, for a comprehensive look at the rarest 
woody plants in this part of the province.

The Value of Writing Your Field Notes 
by Christine Bishop

Feeling out of touch with the speed at which the digital world 
changes and you can’t keep up? And there you are writing your 

bird sightings in a pocket notebook of all things! Data loggers, 
iphone, apps – too many to keep track of, voice recorders, pdf 
copies, all replace hard copies of  most things these days. It makes 
you wonder what the function or value is, of writing any notes 
anymore. Many would have you believe that your notebook is 
passé. But as an archival format for your data, paper, that is, acid-
free paper, is still your best bet. 

It was only in the 1930s that the deleterious effects of paper made 
from wood-pulp paper became known, when William Barrow 
(a librarian) published a report about the deterioration of acidic 
paper in libraries (Cedzova et al. 2006).  However, acid free paper 
can be made from any cellulose fiber if the active acidic pulp 
can be eliminated during processing. If  this acid-free paper gets 
damp (with relative humidity fluctuations) it remains at a neutral 
or basic pH (7 or slightly greater) and resists deterioration. It is 
also lignin- and sulfur-free (http://www.history.pcusa.org/cong/
acidpaper.html). Alkaline paper has a life expectancy of over 
1,000 years for the best paper and 500 years for average grades.

On the other hand, digital data is difficult to access within decades 
of production. “A biologist at the University of British Columbia 
says 80 per cent of data by today’s scientists is lost within 20 
years. Sometimes the problem is outdated storage devices, says 
Tim Vines. Sometimes the problem is as simple as an abandoned 
email account. His team went back to look for the data from 
516 studies published between 1991 and 2011. They found 
everything recorded within the past two years, but after that, data 
disappeared fast. After 20 years, 80 per cent was missing. The 
papers containing conclusions still survived, but there was no 
way to go back over the data - either to check the original idea, or 
to look for new directions” (Vines et al. 2013). However, as more 
science journals move to open data sharing whereby you can click on, 
for example, a table or figure in a journal paper and see the raw data, 
some of these problems should decline in the future as data becomes 
more commonly a part of  public domains. 

There is also a long term problem with software survival. “For the 
preservation of software as digital content, a specific challenge is the 
commonplace unavailability of the source code because commercial 
software is normally distributed only in compiled binary form. Without 
the source code, an adaption on modern computing hardware or 

operating system is most often 
impossible, therefore the original 
hardware and software context 
needs to be emulated. Another 
potential challenge for software 
preservation can be the copyright.”

We must wonder about a system 
so many of us use now: eBird.  
eBird contains data that is being used and archived, digitally, by 
the Cornell Lab of Ornithology “in a secure facility and archived 
daily, and are accessible to anyone via the eBird web site and other 
applications developed by the global biodiversity information 
community” (http://ebird.org/content/ebird/about/). The value 
here, compared to our individual notebooks stored on a shelf, 
is that the digital format makes the data accessible for collective 
analysis, and, hopefully, conservation purposes.

I think it is worth investing in a notebook with acid-free paper 
and continue making those notes while they are fresh in your 
mind, the day they occurred. As advised by my field mentor, 
Chip Weseloh back in 1988, I have found numbering the pages 
and keeping a table of contents at the front of the notebook to be 
very useful months and years later. And, I back my notebook up 
on eBird too because I think we all know a few absent-minded 
professors and naturalists out there who might lose their notes, 
even in their own homes! For serious birders, there is our own 
Noteworthy Bird Records in the Wood Duck. For the rest of us, 
our natural history sightings could also be submitted to citizen 
science efforts, especially those tracking phenological change. 
Your single data point combined with so many others, creates 
a powerful message on species range and seasonality and may 
answer many questions not even considered yet.

Cedzova, M. et al. (2006). Patents for Paper Deacidification. Restaurator: 
International Journal for the Preservation of Library and Archival Material.
Vines, T.H. et al. (2013). Current Biology 24: 94–97.

Christine Bishop in Oliver, B.C., 7 June 
2013 - photo Michael Lancaster.
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Birders’ Hamilton Study Area 
Life List Totals 2013 Update
by Rob Dobos 

This is an update to the list of Hamilton area birders’ 
Hamilton Study Area (HSA) bird life list totals current up 

to December 31, 2013.  This summary was last printed at the end 
of 2010 (see Wood Duck 64 (6): 128). There have been a number 
of good rarities seen by many in the HSA over the past three 
years.  As a result, some birders have made significant strides in 
their lists since the last summary.  However, a few people did not 
submit updated totals (marked by an “*”), and their totals from 
2010 or earlier are listed. Only species included on the Hamilton 
Naturalists’ Club’s “Hamilton Area Bird Checklist 2007” plus 
several valid additions since then, are included in these totals, in 
order for the numbers to be comparable.  For reference, the HSA 
bird checklist (unofficially updated to the end of 2013) currently 
stands at 391 species.  The threshold for reporting is 235 species. 
The HSA is a 40.2km (25 mile) radius circle centred at Dundurn 
Castle, Hamilton. The circle boundary can be viewed at http://
tinyurl.com/HamiltonStudyArea.

John Olmsted  353
Bob Curry  352
Rob Dobos  345
Jim Dowall  341
George North  340
Kevin McLaughlin 338
Barb Charlton  337
Brian Wylie  335
Cheryl Edgecombe 331
Dave Don  330
Bill Lamond  329
Jim Heslop  325
Rob Waldhuber  325
Bob Westmore  324
Glenda Slessor  323
Alan Wormington 323
Bob Stamp  319
George Naylor  318
Mark Jennings                  318 
Denys Gardiner * 317
Barry Jones *  317
Dennis Lewington 317

Gwen Lewington 317
Alf Adamo  315
Barry Cherriere  315
John Miles  315
George Bryant  313
John Keenleyside * 307
Hugh Currie  306
Tom Crooks *  305
Jim Watt  305
Ken Williams  305
Lois Evans *  304
Bill Crins *  290
Stuart Mackenzie * 289
Jerry Chapple *  283
Len Manning  280
Jacob Bruxer *  277
Angie Williams * 276
Brandon Holden * 275
Wolfgang Luft   274
Martin Daly *  263
Sandy Darling  257
Robert Dawson  251

It is hoped that this list will be updated every few years, but 
do not hesitate to send me your list totals at the end of each 
year if you wish to be included.

Look Up - Celebrating 20 years 
of Falconwatch!
by Erica Lagios - Hamilton Falconwatch 
Senior Monitor

As many in the Hamilton area know, Peregrine Falcons 
have become a common sight throughout the year, 

especially during spring and summer in the downtown core. 
Whether soaring over the busy streets below or perched on 
rooftop ledges and building signs, Madame X and Surge may 
be a familiar sight but they never cease to amaze, inspire, and 
bring us together as a community.

This year we are delighted to be celebrating the 20th 
anniversary of Falconwatch! From humble beginnings in 1995, 
Falconwatch has been managed, on behalf of the Hamilton 
Naturalists’ Club, by a small team of lead organizers. We have 
highly dedicated volunteers and numerous supporters among 
the population at large, and have had among our ranks many 
talented young Coordinators. Launched in 1998, our live feed 
camera has allowed scores of people each year to welcome 
new falcon chicks into the world and follow their journey 
from nestling to fledgling. Those seeking a bit more action 
and excitement, or simply the enjoyment of watching this 
beautiful species, have spent hundreds of hours over the years 
volunteering on the ground to help keep track of the young 
falcons as they make their first flights. With the launch of 
our Facebook page in 2013, we have been able to strengthen 
that community bond even more by sharing favourite photos 
and stories, and all of the exciting moments that make up a 
Falconwatch season.

Declared extinct in Ontario in 1963, Peregrine Falcons have 
now returned to healthy numbers throughout the province 
as a result of captive breeding and release efforts between 
1977 and 1996. However, to ensure that Peregrines remain 
a feature of our cityscapes and wild places, projects like 
Falconwatch are vital. We perform rescue operations for ill, 
injured or disoriented chicks, and help monitor an important 
urban population. A total of 56 chicks have fledged from the 
Hamilton Sheraton nest site, 25 of those from Madame X 
and Surge alone! All of our chicks are banded, allowing us to 
confirm their identity when they leave the nest. We know that 
many have gone on to breed successfully in other Ontario 
cities and in at least six different locations in the United States.

So it is with great pleasure that we welcome back Madame X 
and Surge to the Hamilton Sheraton nest site. After nearly a 
decade together they are still going strong and we can’t wait 
to see what Falconwatch 2014 brings!

If you would like to get involved please contact 
Erica Lagios at 647-393-7468, erica.lagios@
gmail.com. 

Coyote in the Pleasant View area, 18 June 2008 - photo Peter Hurrell.
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Robert R. Taylor – In Memoriam 
by George Holland

Bob and I go way back to the fifties when we first 
met on one of the annual outings to Long Point 

on Lake Erie with the Toronto Field Naturalists 
and the then Hamilton Nature Club, to witness 
the Whistling (now Tundra) Swan migration. It 
was late March and the group was jointly led by 
Jim Baillie (of Birdathon fame) and George North, 
considered one of the leading field ornithologists 
in North America. While having lunch against a 
building overlooking the expansive marshes, Jim 
took a hard-boiled egg out of his lunch box and 
cracked it on the side of this head to break the shell. 
He then offered Bob another egg and suggested he 
do the same. Bob complied only to find the egg was 
raw with obvious results. Everyone roared with 
laughter including Bob when Jim remarked that the 
“yolk was on him”. Later that day Bob and I found 
a Blanding’s Turtle, our first, and were delighted to show it to 
the group. Even in those days, Bob had a camera and was taking 
pictures of wildlife.

Although I was older then Bob, we became fast friends and shared 
many an outing to Long Point, Rondeau and Point Pelee  often sleeping 
under blankets in the open air with the ever-present mosquitos. When 
I joined the military we lost touch for awhile but met on occasion 
when I was able to get to Point Pelee in the spring.  I was pleasantly 
surprised when I was transferred to Winnipeg to find Bob living there. 

Even in those early years Bob became quite active in 
environmental issues and was able to share this pursuit by the 
use of his photographs throughout the Toronto area and beyond. 
He was also one of the founders of the highly successful banding 
station on Point Pelee which ran for several decades before the 
“Feds” closed it down for whatever reason. An excellent birder, 
Bob was also quite interested in other facets of wildlife.

As most of you know, he often led tours to Churchill and Africa, 
especially Kenya, and those were pretty much his bread and 
butter. Financial success in professional photography is never 
easy and in spite of the fact that he was an expert in this field, 
he intimated that at times he had to struggle to make ends 
meet.  He supplemented his income selling calendars and books 
featuring Great Gray Owls (photographed mostly in southern 
Manitoba) and Polar Bears (in Churchill). Largely because of his 
superb Polar Bear photographs, he contributed immensely to the 
ecotourism industry in Churchill.  He had unlimited patience and 
fortitude:  on one occasion he lay for almost ten hours quite still 
in a mosquito-infested swamp off Spruce Siding Road to obtain 
the picture he wanted of a Great Gray Owl on its nest.

During last May at Point Pelee, Bob broke the sad news that his 
colon cancer had returned: his prognosis was five months at the 
most. However, in the interim he was going to live to the fullest.  
He lasted three months after he left Pelee.

He asked me to join him in quest of a Kentucky Warbler seen earlier 
along one of the trails in Post Woods near the Nature Centre.  Over 
the trail along the way, a Wood Thrush was singing its beautiful song 
not more than three metres away. He asked me if I remembered 
when we first heard this bird singing at Pelee so many years ago. I 
couldn’t remember, but he did. He added that when he left Pelee he 
would never hear this species singing again. That moment hit me 
hard; what does one say under these circumstances?

I am a firm believer that respect and friendship have to be earned 
because it has to come from within. Integrity, unselfishness and 
likability are among those qualities that make up a good character.  
Bob had those and more. I, for one amongst the many, will miss 
him and his dubious humour. Those memories Bob and I shared 
in our early youth will always be treasured.  
        

Bob Taylor with his photo of a Great Gray Owl that graced the cover of his 1997 book entitled, 
“The Great Gray Owl: On Silent Wings”  - photo from Winnipeg Free Press, 19 August 2013. 

 HNC - Bird Study Group 
28 Apr. (Monday) 7:30 p.m. 

The Decline of Bobolinks and Eastern 
Meadowlarks in Ontario with Chris 
Street. Both of these species have 
been in serious decline for many years. 
Perhaps Chris will have some good 
news to report. This is our final meeting 
of the season and annual members 
night. Come early at 7:00 for coffee and 
conversation. Burlington Seniors Centre 
(beside the Burlington Public Library) 
2285 New St., Burlington.
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(butterfly summary - continued from page 184)
Monarch # +
over Hamilton   1 10 May F  DDa

The above record was reported to Don Davis from a high-rise dweller. It was amazing 
how few Monarchs were recorded in 2013. It was possibly unprecedented. Many 
observers will anxiously wait to see what happens in 2014.

Silver-spotted Skipper #
Rattlesnake Point C.A. 1 30 May F1    BVR
rare Charitable R.R. 1  12 Jul     AR

Sixteen Valley C.A. 1  9 Jul    GHT

Christie C.A. 1 19 Jul      RC

Northern Cloudywing *
Sixteen Valley C.A. 2 30 May F1   GHT
Bronte Creek Provincial Park 10  21 Jun   BVR

Sixteen Valley C.A. 1  9 Jul L1   GHT

Dreamy Duskywing *
Tirion Resource Mgmt. Area 1 16 Jun   BVR

Juvenal’s Duskywing #
22 Powerline Road, Brantford 1 16 May F    BL
Waterdown Escarp. Woods 1 16 May F    BVR

Ruthven Park 1 16 May F NP,MP

powerline trail, N of 6th Conc, E of 
Valens Road

1  7 Jul L RD et al.

Mottled Duskywing *
Location #1 1 31 May F1  BVR
Location #1 1   12 Jun  BVR

 No exact locations of this endangered butterfly are given to protect it from collecting.

Wild Indigo Duskywing #
Waterdown Escarp. Woods  1 31 May F1     BVR
Beverly Swamp Reserve 100    20 Jul RD,CE,DD

Gates of Heaven Cemetery, Burl.   1  15 Jul L3      RD

Columbine Duskywing *
Beverly Swamp Reserve 1  20 Jul RD,CE,DD 

Common Sootywing *
Ruthven Park 1 16 May F1 NP,MP
rare Charitable R.R. 1  22 May   AR

rare Charitable R.R. 3  22 Jul   AR

Glenorchy C.A. 1   8 Aug  BVR

Glenorchy C.A. 3  23 Aug  BVR

Arctic Skipper *
Westover Road & 8th Concession 1 9 Jun F   BC,BF
Tirion Resource Mgmt. Centre 1 16 Jun    BVR

Least Skipper #

Windermere Basin 3 9 Sep L2    RD

European Skipper #

Ruthven Park 4 12 Jun   NP,MP 

Leonardus Skipper *
Urquhart Butterfly Garden 1 29 Aug 2012 MS
Beverly Swamp Reserve 1 15 Sep L  IS

 The 2012 record is an astounding record of a stray Leonardus Skipper.

Peck’s Skipper #
Sunrise Crescent, Dundas 2 22 Jun    RD

There were very few records of this normally very common skipper in 2013. I hesitate 
to list the above record as F1 as it seems extremely late for first emergence. However, 
that may be the case.

Tawny-edged Skipper #
Spottiswood Lake area 1 9 Jun F1 RD,CE,DD

Long Dash #
rare Charitable R.R. 1 16 Jul L        AR

Little Glassywing *
Valens C.A. 1 6 Jul    BVR
Sixteen Valley C.A. 2 9 Jul    GHT

rare Charitable R.R. 4 12 Jul     AR

Silver-spotted Skipper , 19 July 2013, 
Christie C.A. - photo Bob Curry.

Little Glassywing, 6 July 2013, Valens C.A. -  photo Brenda Van 
Ryswyk. 

Dun Skipper, 7 July 2013, Westover 
area - photo Barb Charlton.
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Mulberry Wing *
Grand River Fen, Brantford 1  5 Jul     BL
Sedge swamp N of Hyde Tract 3 7 Jul     BL

Crieff Bog 1 7 Jul    KM

Hobomok Skipper #
Sixteen Valley C.A. 3 27 May F    GHT

rare Charitable R.R. 1 15 Jul L     AR

Broad-winged Skipper *

Grand River, Hardy Rd, Brantford  1 30 Jun F    IS

Sedge marsh N of Hyde Tract 14   1 Jul    BL

Dion Skipper *
Valens C.A.  1 6 Jul F   BVR
Grass Lake, Shouldice Road  1  8 Jul   DM

Conc. 8,  4 .5 km west of  Westover Road  1  8 Jul    RC

Black Dash *
Grand River Fen, Brantford 3 5 Jul     BL
Sedge swamp N of Hyde Tract 3 7 Jul     BL
Grass Lake, Shouldice Road 1 8 Jul    DM

HSA species of regular occurrence that were seen in 2013 but not 
recorded in this summary:  Northern Crescent, Northern Eyed-Brown, 
Crossline Skipper, Northern Broken Dash, Delaware Skipper, Dun 
Skipper.
HSA resident species not reported in 2013: Bog Copper*, Bronze 
Copper, Edwards’ Hairstreak, Hickory Hairstreak, Eastern Pine Elfin, 
Silvery Checkerspot, Meadow Fritillary, Aphrodite*, Tawny Crescent*, 
Compton Tortoiseshell, Milbert’s Tortoiseshell, Sleepy Duskywing*, 
Indian Skipper, Two-spotted Skipper, Roadside Skipper*.
* Some of these species have not been reported in several years and may be 

extirpated from the HSA.
Observers:  Rick Cavasin, Joanna Chapman, Barb Charlton, Robert Curry, 
Don Davis, Rob Dobos, Dave Don, Cheryl Edgecombe, Brett Fried, Gail Howe 
Trenholm, Jackson Hudecki, Bill Lamond, Doug Mannen, Kevin McLaughlin, 
Matt Mills, Rose Peterson, Mary Pomfret, Norm Pomfret, Amy Reinert, Brenda 
Van Ryswyk, Michelle Sharp, Ian Smith, Doug Welch, Jo-Anne Woodbridge. I 
would like to thank everyone who submitted records for this 2013 summary.
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Leonardus Skipper was an unexpected find at Urquhart 
Butterfly Garden on 29 July 2012 - photo Michelle Sharp.

Dion Skipper, 8th Concession west 
of Westover Road, 8 July 2013 - 

photo Bob Curry.

Broad-winged Skipper at Grand 
River in Brantford on 30 June 

2013 - photo Ian Smith.

Eastern Tailed-Blue at Waterdown Escarpment Woods, 5 July 2013. Imagine 
if this was a life-sized photo! As it is, this diminutive butterfly is still a 

pleasing sight - photo Bob Curry.

© photo Bob Curry



TRIVIA FOR NATURE
Join the HNC’s land trust program for its popular annual Trivia Night!  We will be raising funds to 
enable us to continue to provide our popular outdoor education program. Trivia Night has been a very 
good fundraiser for the Head-of-the-Lake Land Trust and it is a real fun night out.

There are questions for everyone during this evening of general knowledge trivia, so gather a group 
of friends to form a team of eight, or join a team at the event. There will be three rounds of trivia with 
prizes and a 50/50 draw. Please feel free to bring your own snacks. Snacks and drinks will also be 
available for purchase. This is a licensed event.

When: Saturday, April 26, 2014, 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Where: St. Paul’s United Church, 29 Park Street West, Dundas

Tickets:  $10 each or $70 for a table of eight
For reservations or information, please contact Jen Baker at 905-524-3339 or land@hamiltonnature.org.  
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Eastern Meadowlark in full song on 2 April 2013. This absolutely delightful song is becoming heard much less often now, as this species 
is seriously declining. Can this be stopped? Come to the  28 April Bird Study Group meeting and hear some answers from speaker Chris Street. 

photo  Janet Forjan-Freedman.


